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-Employee AwardsLE Member of the Month, Cpl. David Musgrove

On October 3, 2017, when Cpl. Musgrove stopped a vehicle, he immediately saw a
female holding an empty plastic baggie. He ordered the center passenger to hand him
the baggie, which she complied. As he looked at the baggie, he saw it had a white
residue inside which could be consistent with the baggie containing prescription
medication. As he looked around the car, he saw numerous pills, which he recognized as
being Hydromorphone lying on the drivers floorboard and center floorboard. As back
up units arrived and he investigated further, numerous controlled prescription
medications were found. The driver and passengers did not hold a valid prescription
for the medication, making it a felony. A search was conducted of the driver and a
large amount of currency was found on the driver along with Suboxone strips, which he
did not hold a prescription for either. The driver was charged with a trafficking charge
and the currency was forfeited. Cpl. Musgrove is motivated and believes in the work he
is doing. He gives 110% all the time.

Detention Member of the Month, CDFC Michael Zamora
CDFC Michael Zamora began his career with this great agency in April of 2015. During
this time, he has been assigned as a Housing Officer on A-Squad. CDFC Zamora does
an outstanding job and has been recognized with two Life Saving Commendations for
the actions he took during emergency incidents. DFC Zamora volunteers and is an active
member of the CERT Team (Correctional Emergency Response Team) where he receives
specialized training and is tasked with responding to incidents, riots, cell extractions,
mass searches, and disturbances. CDFC Zamora uses these skills in our Maximum
Security and Medical Housing Units and works close with his coworkers to share his
knowledge and experiences as a FTO (Field Training Officer). CDFC Zamora truly
displays the Mission, Vision and Core Values of the Charlotte County Sheriff’s Office. In
his spare time, CDFC Zamora is known to be a family man spending his time with wife,
Gina and their 3 children Ashlyn, Mikey and Cameron. He is a future leader of this
organization and is being commended for his work ethics and performance

Support Services Member of the Month, Erika Cornwell
Erika Cornwell has been with the Agency since November 14, 2016. Within her first
year, she was promoted to Records Tech. Erika is always a reliable, honest, positive
and diligent employee. She has a talent for staying calm even when some customers
have not. Erika has a knack for making them happy while still following agency policy
and procedure. During her off duty time, Erika is a coach and coordinator for Pop
Warner “Bandits” Football and Cheer. She volunteers at the least 30 hours of her time
weekly to providing children the ability to learn team building skills and some awesome
moves. Erika has assisted in raising over $5000 in fundraising events. She also designs
and orders clothing for the team as well as keeping track of the finances for travel
expenses. This year alone they have won three football conference championships and
two of the cheer squads are moving onto Regionals. Even with all of her community
service hours, Erika has found the time to continue her education at FSW. She is seeking
an Associate’s Degree, at this time. Erika is a great example1 of “Living the Dream”.
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Detective of the Month
Detective Ronald Filipowicz

During the week of 10/23/2017
and 10/27/2017, D etective
Filipowicz was able to use
established contacts and recall past
retail theft cases in an extremely
efficient manner to establish two
separate rings of retail thefts in
Charlotte County. Both separate
investigations lead to the closer of
six Retail / Theft arrests, all felonies,
two suspects in Charlotte County Jail,
and Open PCA for a third suspect
committing similar crimes in Sarasota
County and Charlotte County.
Detective Filipowicz routinely reviews
BOLO's with close scrutiny. Not only
does Detective Filipowicz review the
photographic evidence of the BOLO
to possibly identify the suspect,
Detective Filipowicz uses his
knowledge and expertise of several
computer databases, and search
engines to follow up on leads to
identify a suspect. On this particular
situation, Detective Filipowicz
reviewed a BOLO of a retail theft
from the Publix located at 4265
Tamiami Trail, Port Charlotte, Florida
issued by Deputy Lotthammer.
Detective Filipowicz positively
identified the white female in the
photograph from a previous arrest
with a similar Modus Operandi.
Detective Filipowicz took this
information and discovered the

suspect had two previous theft convictions,
and was on Community Control due to
these previous convictions. Detective
Filipowicz completed a follow up,
reviewed the video surveillance, and
discovered the female was working in
conjunction with a white male who stole
additional unreported merchandise.
Using open source information, Detective
Filipowicz established a possible
identification of the white male. Due to
this information of the previous theft
convictions, the most recent theft was
reclassified as a felony theft. Detective
Filipowicz continued his fact finding and
discovered the female had a Probation
meeting. Contact was made with her and
transported to the Mid-County Office to
be interviewed. During the interview, she
provided a full confession Post Miranda,
and additionally, positively identified the
male suspect. Detective Filipowicz again
reached out to Publix describing the M.O.
of the hidden meat in an inexpensive
container, and located two additional
crimes meeting this description. Detective
Filipowicz was able to establish the same
male suspect committing these crimes and
wearing the same ball cap. He was
detained several days later and invoked
his 5th Amendment Right, and transported
to jail. Prior to transportation, Detective
Filipowicz observed he was wearing the
same ball cap worn in the three crimes,
which was placed into Evidence.
Detective Filipowicz conducted a
subsequent follow up and reviewed a
phone call made by the male suspect,
during this public phone call, he told the
caller he was "dimed out" by Ellen, and
will be going to prison.
During the same time
frame, Detective Filipowicz reviewed a
BOLO issued by Deputy Schulte for a
Grand Theft from The Home Depot,
located at 12621 S. McCall Rd, Port
Charlotte, Florida. In this BOLO a vehicle
with an Iowa Tag belonging to a dark
colored Pontiac was seen fleeing the
scene with the suspect driving. Detective
Filipowicz took this information, and using
similar databases and search engines,
Detective Filipowicz was able to
positively identify the Iowa tag to a
black, Pontiac G6.
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Detective Filipowicz contacted
the Loss Prevention Officer who informed
him the same suspect committed similar
crimes in Sarasota County Florida.
Using FINDER, Detective Filipowicz established this vehicle was involved in a traffic crash in Sarasota
County, with a female driver. Using
ACISS, Detective Filipowicz discovered
she has a boyfriend who was recently
arrested. Using the booking photographs, the male was identified as a
possible suspect. Using an open source
social media site, Detective Filipowicz
was able to use all provided information
available to him and positively identified
the male suspect. The name of the identified suspect was provided to Sarasota
County detectives who had collected a
latent fingerprint in their investigation.
Due to this evidence and identification, a
Direct Comparison fingerprint examination was conducted which confirmed the
identification of the male suspect. An
Open PCA was issued in Charlotte County, and Sarasota also generated probable cause for his arrest.
These two cases are mere examples of the determination, follow
through and perseverance Detective
Filipowicz conducts to investigate crimes
and establish suspects. In addition to his
dedication, Detective Filipowicz is conducting this high level of attention to the
criminal investigations being conducted
by fellow deputies. This exceptional
level of devotion and responsiveness was
also noticed by Major Anderson who
described Detective Filipowicz's efforts
as, "tremendous detective work." It is
agreed that the commitment and enthusiasm Detective Filipowicz applies is exceptional.
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October 2017 New Hires, Years of Service and Promotions
20 years of service

Retirement

Sgt. Mark Crissinger

Promotions
Congratulations to our new hires
James Paniagua Jr., Wayne Greig,
Ryan LaRosa, Adam Vaile, & Rick
Goff

5 years of service

Congratulations on your
retirement Margaret Benevides!

Dona Reitenbach
10 years of service

Nancy D’Antonio

Cpl. Herman Carter, Cpl. Angie
Price, Maria Rivera, and Kary
Brese
DFC Paul Underwood
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November– Third Quarter Award Ceremony
Detention Member of the Quarter

Deputy Benson Proper

Lifesaver Awards

Continued

Sgt. Chris Maler and Nathan Shipley

Civilian Member of the Quarter

30 years of Service and Honorary
Promotion

Congratulations Sgt. Catherine Stewart

Darla Rose
Team of the Quarter
Thank you to our sponsors!

Intel/SRO team at Liberty Elementary
Lifesaver Awards

DFC Robert Tuck
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Congratulations Catherine Stewart on 30 Years of Service!
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Volunteers’ Corner

Life after Retirement
Gil Stover
Gil Stover
served for 17
years with the
Charlotte Co.
Sheriffs Office,
retiring in 2001
just ONE day
the before the
events on Sept
11 2001. Gil worked for 5 years on
the road before transferring to Crime
Scene where he retired from.
Since he retired he has been involved
heavily with the local F.O.P. Lodge. Gil
currently serves as the Lodge
Chaplain. Gil holds three certifications
as a Archery instructor which is were he
spends his weekends.
During the
summer months he coaches an average
of 40 children per week.
Gil has been married to his wife
Shannon for 26 years.

Featured Volunteer
John Harnden

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas
Christensen were married
October 28th in Venice.
Congratulations!

Gil's words of wisdom to pass along:
"I would say to the ones retiring that
when you do retire have something to
do and keep yourself busy. Think of a
hobby or some business you would like
to do such as cutting grass. Just do
something!
And since you are members of the
F.O.P. come to the meetings and help
make a difference in the lodge.
Be careful out there..."

Until next time,
Sherman Robinson
Major, CCSO Retired.

Congratulations Lieutenant Eric Burke
on your completion of the
Administrative Officers Course at the
Southern Police Institute in Kentucky.
The 12 week course id designed to
develop informed, effective,
ethically and technically competent
law enforcement managers.
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It started when a woman's kayak turned
over in Stump pass, and ended when
John and his partner rescued her from
the currents that threatened to drag her
out to sea.
Far less dramatic, but nevertheless,
“you never know what each day will
bring,” states John. “That’s one of the
things I like about this work.” John began
volunteering with the Sheriff’s Office
when a friend told him about the Marine
Patrol volunteers. He came aboard and
sees himself as more eyes and ears for
the department. During a typical shift
you might find him using hand signals to
slow down nautical speeders, or staying
with a disabled boater until a
commercial towboat or Marine Deputy
arrives. “It’s all pretty much about being
visible out there on the water where I
might be cruising the canals looking for
abandoned or wrecked boats– anything
that could be hazardous while
navigating the waters.” Recently, John is
also driving with C.O.P., assisting with
traffic control at accident scenes and
events such as Waterfest. “I love being
out on the water and helping people,”
he says. Whether it’s a car or a boat,
Johns feels that there is a great deal of
public relations in police presence. “It
might make someone think twice about
doing something bad.”
Authored By
David Trautman, Volunteer

Detention Bureau D-Squad
participated in a turkey
giveaway where 4 turkeys
with trimmings were given
away to four lucky winners
on D-Squad. Members
participated in different
activities between Nov. 0121st in order to gain tickets
for the hopper. Four tickets
were drawn on Nov. 21st
and the below pictured
members got to take home
a 16 lb. turkey with
trimmings!
All items were provided by
the supervisors on DSquad. It’s just one small
way for us to celebrate
members of our squad and
show our appreciation for
all that they do.

Congratulations to Detention D-Squad Members who won
a turkey with trimmings just in time for Thanksgiving
dinner.
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